
Pickup
Ford F-Series, Chevy Silverado, 
Dodge Ram, Toyota Tacoma

SPORTS CARS
Ford Mustang, Mazda MX-5, 
Chevy Corvette, Nissan GT-R

-17% ONLINE SHOPPINGINE SH

6.2%
LUXURY HOTELS

3.3%
LUXURY GOODS

17.6%
MAJOR APPLIANCES

8.9%
CHILDREN’S WEAR

MUSIC
Do you like to sing along to Blake 
Shelton? He is the musical act that 
this consumer group is most likely to 
show interest in. On the opposite end 
of the spectrum, Lady Gaga is the 
musical artist drivers of pickup trucks 
are least interested in.

PURCHASES
Drivers of pickup trucks are far less likely to buy goods online, but slightly more likely than average to make 
purchases in the luxury category. While we usually advise marketers to use narrow segments, targeting 
generically can sometimes be useful. For example, pickup owners are the most likely to be in the market for a 
major appliance and the second most likely to be buying children’s wear.

Ideology
SUV drivers are conservative in many 
respects and tend to live in rural areas. 
They’re interested in religion and the 
Republican party, show relatively little 
interest in popular culture, and are less 
likely to follow the news.

Finance
While many SUV drivers have upwards of $50,000 in discretionary income, they often fall into the thrift spender 
category. We also find that many SUV drivers own a small business and are saving for retirement.

HOME
SUV drivers really do go off road and occasionally haul a trailer, but 

these drivers also have a soft side when it comes to home life.

INCOME
The typical indications of a likely auto 
shopper aren’t predictive when it comes to 
sports cars. Even users who are pricing 
options and comparing dealers are more 
likely to be window shoppers than serious 
buyers. Our data shows that users tend to 
fall within two income segments - $30,000 
to $40,000 and over $250,000 - but there 
are seven times as many users in the 
lower income group.

Entertainment 
& Leisure

Publishers of sports car content might not need 
to distinguish between buyers and window 

shoppers, and can embrace users with an 
outsized interest in video games or theme parks. 
For auto dealers, we advise looking more closely 

at specific interests to ensure that a qualified 
audience is reached. These indicators are more 

powerful than income data because they also 
relay information about the consumer’s 

personality and priorities.

SUV
Ford Expedition, Chevy Tahoe, GMC 

Yukon, Cadillac Escalade

Exponential.comReal audiences. Real Engagement. Real Performance.

Please contact sales@exponential.com for more information about how to engage 
auto drivers with our innovative VDX (Video Driven Experience) creative formats and 
target with our proprietary data.

Makeup of a driver:
Pickup trucks can readily serve as 
family cars or even luxury cars. Those 
who embrace stereotypes about 
pickup truck drivers are found where 
pickup trucks aren’t popular – cities 
including New York, Washington DC, 
San Francisco, and Boston. Anyone 
living where pickup trucks are 
popular – including the cities of 
Dallas, Houston, Denver, 
Minneapolis, and Phoenix - will tell 
you that driving a pickup is more 
about culture than anything else. 

Makeup of a driver:
SUVs were once a quintessentially 
American vehicle, but that mantle 

has been claimed by car-based 
Crossovers. Now that the soccer 

moms and suburban commuters 
have moved on, you could say the 

old SUV stereotype has 
reemerged. It's a much more 

distinctive audience.

Makeup of a driver:
Sports car buyers are almost 
always male and most likely can 
be bucketed into two age groups, 
in their twenties or their forties. 
And yet, even in this extreme case, 
demographics aren’t especially 
powerful when it comes to ad 
targeting. Our system still finds it 
more efficient to identify sports car 
buyers through an interest in auto 
technology and engineering.

Sports Cars

SUV

Pickup

-41.8% BRUNO MARS
-46.0% RIHANNA
-57.4% LADY GAGA

35.6% BLAKE SHELTON
30.3% SELENA GOMEZ

27.3% AEROSMITH

MORE LIKELY TO BE INTERESTED IN
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17.7% RELIGION

 14% $50K AND OVER IN DISCRETIONARY INCOME

-22% POP CULTURE

-50% CURRENT EVENTS

3x GOP

MORE LIKELY TO BE INTERESTED IN

LESS LIKELY TO BE INTERESTED IN

 76.6% DISCOUNT SHOPPER
60.6% OWN A SMALL BUSINESS 

 16.8% SAVING FOR RETIREMENT 

 -15.8% RESTAURANT DINING 

65.9%
OFF-ROADING 

80.5%
BUILDING A 
HOME BAR

16.3%
ICE CREAM 

MAKING
13.8%

GARDENING

11.2%
HAULING A 

TRAILER

60.1%
DEEP FRYERS

14.6%
KNITTING

14.7%
INCOME BETWEEN 

$30K - $40K

19.2%
INCOME OVER $250K

87.9%
VIDEO GAMES

20.5%
HOT TUBS

54.4%
TENNIS PRO ANDY MURRAY

17.2%
THEME PARKS

Are Your Marketing Efforts
Targeting The Right Driver? 

Who’s Really Behind the Steering Wheel?

Each percentage reflects the likelihood of a specific car buyer profile to show an interest in a topic 
or exhibit a specific quality, as compared against the U.S. population as a whole.

MORE LIKELY TO BE INTERESTED IN

MORE LIKELY TO BE INTERESTED IN

GREATER LIKELIHOOD

LESSER LIKELIHOOD





MORE LIKELY TO BE INTERESTED IN

LESS LIKELY TO BE INTERESTED IN

Out on the road each day, we pass hundreds of people we know nothing about - except 
what car they drive. Somehow that's enough for us to start making assumptions about who 
these people are. We might reason that a car is one of the most expensive purchases a 
person will make, and the decision is heavily influenced by personal and situational factors. 
But how accurate are these assumptions?

To test whether car ownership is a good shortcut to understanding people, we ran tests 
against 6.5 million users on our proprietary network and created a detailed set of profiles 
for U.S. car buyers. These contained demographic characteristics such as income, as well as 
behavioral patterns ranging from shopping habits to music preferences. We found some 
assumptions were validated by the data, but there were three auto types that were often 
misunderstood.

INCOME BRACKET LIKELIHOOD


